
GP3 Study Guide (Topic 3) 2017 

Topic 3.1: Genes 

 

** Make sure you are familiar with all the understanding statements on pg. 141 of your text book. 

Key facts 

 Locus refers to a particular position on a chromosome. 

 A gene is a section of DNA that controls a specific characteristic in an organism. 

 An allele is a specific form of a gene, differing from other alleles by one or more base differences in the 

DNA sequence.   

 Different alleles for the same gene all occupy the same locus on a chromosome. 

 Genome refers to the whole or complete genetic information of an organism. 

 When genes change in an organism, a mutation is said to have occurred. 

 A mutation involves a base change in a gene, sequence of DNA. 

 Base substitution is the simplest type of mutation in which one base in a gene is replaced by another. 

 An example of a disease caused by a base substitution mutation in humans is sickle cell anemia. 

 Natural selection has maintained the sickle cell allele because when it occurs singly, it results in malaria 

immunity.  It is only when the sickle cell allele occurs with another that the actual disease of sickle cell 

anemia occurs. 

 The Human Genome Project sequenced the entire human genome and found there to be 25000 to 30000 

genes.  Not only did the project strive to find the total genes but it attempted to find each gene’s location 

and each gene’s base sequence. 

 Benefits of the Human Genome Project include the ability to study how genes influence human 

development, the easier identification of genetic diseases, and eventually, the production of medicines 

specifically engineered to an individuals needs.  It may also give new insights into the origins, evolution 

and migrations of humans. 

Topic 3.2: Chromosomes 

Key facts 

 Eukaryotic chromosomes are made of DNA and proteins. 

 Prokaryotic chromosomes only include DNA. 

 The nucleus of most cells contains two of each type of chromosome.  This is called diploid. 

 Some cells are haploid.  This means they only contain in their nucleus, one chromosome of each type. 

The two chromosomes of the same type in diploid cells are referred to as homologous chromosomes. 

 Homologous chromosomes have the same genes but not necessarily the same alleles of those genes. 

 The diploid condition represents the normal number of chromosomes for an organism. 

 The haploid condition is essential for gametes, sex cells, so that when fertilization occurs the normal 

diploid condition may be maintained for the organism involved. 

 A karyotype is a diagram representing the number and appearance of chromosomes in an organism. 

 To produce a karyotype, homologous chromosomes are placed together.  Homologous chromosomes 

have the same size and structure. 

 A karyotype may show the gender of an organism and any abnormalities in chromosome number.   

 Karyotyping is most useful when done before birth and involve retrieval of cells from the fetus.  



 Genes that have more than two alleles are said to involve multiple alleles as in blood genetics in 

humans. 

 The sex chromosomes in humans are referred to as X and Y, and they control gender. 

 The X sex chromosome contains some genes that are not present on the shorter Y sex chromosome. 

 

Complete the following. 

 

1.How many chromosomes are in a somatic cell of humans?____________ 

2.How many chromosomes are in a sex cell, gamete, of humans?___________ 

3. Why is Down’s syndrome also referred to as trisomy 21? 

4. How are chromosomes paired in karyotyping? 

5. What phase of mitosis is used to produce a karyotype?__________________ 

6. Name the two major ways cells are obtained from an unborn child for karyotyping. 

7. Explain sex determination in humans. 

 

Topic 3.3 Meiosis 

Key facts 

 The nucleus of most cells contains two of each type of chromosome.  This is called diploid. 

 Some cells are haploid.  This means they only contain in their nucleus, one chromosome of each type. 

 The two chromosomes of the same type in diploid cells are referred to as homologous chromosomes. 

 Homologous chromosomes have the same genes but not necessarily the same alleles of those genes. 

 Meiosis is known as reduction division because it results in the change from the diploid condition to a 

haploid condition. 

 The diploid condition represents the normal number of chromosomes for an organism. 

 The haploid condition is essential for gametes, sex cells, so that when fertilization occurs the normal 

diploid condition may be maintained for the organism involved. 

 The stages of meiosis resemble those of mitosis.  However, the stages occur twice: prophase I, 

metaphase I, anaphase I, telophase I, prophase II, metaphase II, anaphase II, and telophase II. 

 Crossing over, exchange of genetic material between non-sister chromatids of homologous 

chromosomes, may occur during prophase I resulting in genetic variation. 

 Meiosis actually involves two reductions, with the ultimate result being 4 haploid cells. 

 The actual halving of chromosome number occurs during anaphase I when homologous chromosomes 

are separated.  At the conclusion of this stage each separated chromosome is composed of two sister 

chromatids. 

 Anaphase II involves the splitting of sister chromatids. 

 If separation of chromosomes does not occur, either in the first meiotic division or the second, an 

occurrence referred to as non-disjunction is said to occur.   

 One of the most common examples of non-disjunction is Down’s syndrome.  These individuals have an 

extra 21st chromosome and the condition is also referred to as trisomy 21.  

 Gametes formed with one less chromosome usually die.  However, gametes with one more chromosome 

sometimes survive.   



Complete the following questions 

1. How many chromosomes are in a somatic cell of humans?____________ 

2. How many chromosomes are in a sex cell, gamete, of humans?___________ 

3. What cellular process involves the halving of the chromosome number for the 

organism?____________________ 

4. Differentiate between haploid and diploid cells. 

5. Compare/contrast mitosis and meiosis. 

6. How many cells are produced at the conclusion of meiosis?__________ 

7. How is meiosis essential to maintaining the chromosome number of an organism? 

8. Explain when crossing over in meiosis may occur. 

9. Explain the result of crossing over. 

10. When during meiosis does reduction division actually occur?  Name the specific stage. 

11. What structures separate chromosomes in meiosis?___________________ 

12. What happens during cytokinesis? 

13. When does cytokinesis occur in meiosis?__________________ and ________________ 

14. What structures separate during meiosis II?_________________________ 

15. Explain non-disjunction as it would occur in the case of a Down’s syndrome individual. 

 

Topic 3.4: Genetics 

Key facts 

 In genetics, genotype refers to the alleles of an organism and is usually represented by letters. 

 Phenotype refers to the characteristics of an organism.  It is the result of a particular genotype. 

 Every organism normally has two alleles for each trait.  If the alleles for the trait are the same, the 

organism is said to be homozygous.  If the alleles for the trait are different, the organism is said to be 

heterozygous. 

 Dominant alleles have the same effect whether they are homozygous or heterozygous. 

 Recessive alleles will only have an effect if they exist in the homozygous state. 

 Codominant alleles are pairs of alleles that both have an affect on the phenotype of the organism. 

 Locus refers to a particular position on a chromosome. 

 A carrier is heterozygous for a particular trait.  The recessive allele that is present in a carrier causes a 

genetic disease, but does not in the carrier because the dominant or non-disease allele is also present. 

 Test crosses involve crossing an organism with the dominant phenotype for a particular trait with an 

organism with the recessive phenotype to determine whether the dominant showing organism is 

heterozygous or homozygous. 

 A monohybrid cross involves only one trait and is represented by a Punnett grid. 

 Genes that have more than two alleles are said to involve multiple alleles as in blood genetics in 

humans. 

 A dihybrid cross involves two traits. 

 The sex chromosomes in humans are referred to as X and Y, and they control gender. 

 The X sex chromosome contains some genes that are not present on the shorter Y sex chromosome. 

 Sex linkage is the association of a characteristic with gender.  This is because the gene controlling the 

characteristic is on a sex chromosome.   

 Sex linked genes are usually on the X chromosome. 

 Because males have only one X chromosome they may have only one sex-linked gene.  The result of 

this is that in males a recessive allele may show itself when it is by itself.  Examples of this are 

hemophilia and red-green color blindness. 



 A human female may be heterozygous or homozygous with respect to sex-linked genes.  Therefore, 

females show sex-linked conditions less often. 

 A pedigree is a representation using symbols of the occurrence of a trait within several generations of a 

family. 

 Pedigrees may be used to deduce whether a character is caused by a dominant or recessive allele and 

whether it is sex linked or not. 

 In a pedigree, squares represent males and circles represent females.  If the square or circle is shaded it 

means the organism has the condition.  Unshaded symbols represent unaffected individuals. 

 Genotypic and phenotypic ratios after specific crosses may be used to determine specific patterns of 

inheritance. 

Complete the following. 

1. Why would a person be called a carrier if they were Aa for the albino condition? 

2.  Complete this table: 

Phenotype   Genotype(s) 

A  

B  

AB  

O  

  

3. Could a man with blood type O be the father of a baby with blood type B if the mother was type AB?  Show 

a Punnett grid to verify your answer. 

4. Why are sex linked traits most commonly seen in males? 

5. What symbols are used in IB for the alleles possible for colorblindness? 

6. What symbols are used in IB for the alleles possible for hemophilia? 

Topic 3.5: Genetics 

Key facts 

 PCR or polymerase chain reaction is utilized to copy and amplify minute quantities of DNA. 

 To analyze DNA, a process of gel electrophoresis is often employed.  It allows fragments of DNA to 

move in an electric field and to be separated due to their size and electrical charge. 

 Gel electrophoresis is used in DNA profiling which is important in paternity cases and forensic 

investigations. 

 DNA profiling produces DNA bands which allow comparison.   

 Because genetic code is universal, when genes are transferred between species, these genes will produce 

the same polypeptides.  This occurs when the gene that codes for the production of human insulin is 

placed within the genome of a bacterial cell; the bacterium will actually produce human insulin. 

 There are ethical and moral questions involved in gene transfer amongst different species. 

 Gene transfer between species often involves the following: host cell, plasmid, restriction enzymes, and 

DNA ligase. 



 Restriction enzymes are quite specific in that they only will cleave DNA at exact sequences of bases.   

 DNA ligase is used to allow the combination of the cleaved DNA from one cell into the DNA of another 

type of cell.  Ligases ligate or tie together.   

 The receiving cell of the cleaved DNA may then be cloned to produce multiple copies.  The receiving 

cell is often a bacterium, and the new bacterium is now referred to as a genetically modified organism. 

 The new DNA formed is often referred to as recombinant DNA. 

 Genetic modification of organisms has produced the following: salt tolerant tomato plants, rice with a 

high level of vitamin A precursor, herbicide resistance in corn plants, and the production of a factor 

necessary for human blood clotting in sheep milk. 

 A clone is a group of genetically identical organisms or a group of cells derived from a single parent 

cell. 

 Cloning of an organism is useful when an organism has a desirable combination of characteristics and 

more organisms with the combinations are wanted.  This type of cloning is called reproductive cloning. 

 Therapeutic cloning is used in the production of skin or other tissues needed to treat a patient. 

 Plants may be cloned quite easily by using pieces of the plant.  Animal cloning, however, involves 

embryos.  This creates moral and ethical questions. 

 

Complete the following. 

1. When would PCR be called for when a lab is asked to carry out DNA profiling? 

2. What two characteristics of DNA fragments allow successful DNA profiling? 

3. When DNA profiles are compared, what specifically is analyzed? 

4. Why must the same restriction enzyme be used on both samples of DNA of the organisms involved? 

5. Explain an example of gene transfer utilizing a plasmid from a bacterium. 

6. Briefly explain how Dolly the clone was produced. 

7. How is karyotyping different from DNA profiling? 

 

 

 

 

 


